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(OVER: Sometime in the distant past, an asteroid or 
comet struck Saturn's moon Mimas with nearly enough 
force to break the satellite into pieces, leaving a giant 
crater over 100 kilometers across. Another wayward 
asteroid or comet may have struck Earth 65 million 
years ago, causing the extinction of the dinosaurs. This 
computerized image of Mimas accentuates the crater, 
appearing here in relief against the darkened limb of 
the satellite. Image courtesy 01 Alan Ames, I.M.A.G.E.S. 
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Letter to the Editor 

TOWARD THE EXPLORATION OF EXTRA-SOlAR PlANETARY SYSTEMS 

The possibility of an epic odyssey some time in the future to visit a nearby star with planets is 
now an intriguing topic at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California. The electronic 
picture of the young star Beta Pictoris made by astronomers Bradford Smith and Richard Terrile 
is the first ever to show a protoplanetarydisk around a star. [See the NovemberlDecember 1984 
Planetary Report. J This disk is believed to be associated with planet formation and may be the 
debris from an already existing system of planets around Beta Pictoris. It stirs the imagination to 
envisage an opportunity to at last see planets from their infancy, and to travel to them. 

Artificial intelligence would guide an interstellar spacecraft moving at approximately one-tenth 
the speed of light for the generation-long journey to a nearby star. A journey to Epsilon Eridani , 
which might also have a protoplanetary disk, would take only about 100 years. Such an interstellar 
ship would be propelled away from our solar system by nuclear means to rendezvous with the 
star. This interstellar spacecraft would be far from silent even during its voyage. It would be a 
busy astronomical observatory returning information about stars and sampling space from an 
entirely new perspective. Soon after it leaves our solar system, the interstellar spacecraft will give 
us our first view of our own system as seen from the outside. The images of our 4.5 billion year 
old planetary system will be fainter than the relatively younger and more dusty disk of Beta Pictoris 
at a comparable distance. 

By these comparative studies we will begin to learn much about solar system evolution, and 
find out whether stellar planetary systems are the exception or the norm. After crossing the great 
gulf between stars, close-up images would find the individual planets and show the nature of 
their surfaces. Will a "blue-water" world like Earth be found, orbiting at just the right distance 
from the star? The images would be sent back on the beam of a laser at the culmination of the 
long interstellar voyage, to be seen by the descendants of we who sent the spacecraft on its journey. 

Before such a journey could be undertaken, however, several advances in technology are neces
sary. Currently the technology for interstellar travel is not available, but we are in the process of 
acquiring it. Progress must be made in the fields of propulsion, artificial intelligence and communi
cation. To solve problems in these fields we need to examine a combination of micro spacecraft 
with a smalilaunchable mass, use of planetary and stellar gravity assist, and very advanced modes 
of propulsion to escape from the solar system and then accelerate toward a flyby of other stars. 
For spacecraft propulsion we need to examine nuclear, electric and other exotic propulsion sys
tems. Highly efficient optical communication is another challenge, as is producing micro compo
nents that will perform flawlessly for a century or more. We also need to design an intelligent 
observing system. 

But what we need most of all is imagination and vision. 
Meticulous observations using ground-based and Earth orbiting telescopes are the foundation 

for an epic spacecraft mission such as a visit to a star. The objectives are not only to select the 
most advantageous protoplanetary system for the mission, but also to define the questions which 
can only be answered by a visit to the vicinity of another stellar system. 

DR. LEW ALLEN, JR. , Director, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

[After this letter was submitted, Donald McCarthy, Jr., Frank Low and Ronald Probst announced 
their discovery of a possible planet orbiting the star Van Biesbroeck 8.J 
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luxurious organic cloth, wonderfully complex 
and intertwined, covers the surface of our planet, 
but none other in our solar system. Many local 
disasters, such as hurricanes, tornados and 

earthquak€s , rend this covering in a human lifetime, but 
these tears are soon mended. So it is easy to believe that 
Earth is a placid planet, successfully designed to ensure 
that billions of years of uninterrupted evolution would even
tually produce humans. This view, referred to as unifor
mitarianism, has represented the mainstream of geological 
thinking for over a century. It holds that the slow, subtle 
processes we observe acting today, such as erosion, moun
tain building, continental drift and evolution through survi
val of the fittest, are responsible for virtually all changes 
that have ever occurred on our planet. 

Recent studies of our planetary neighbors and of Earth 
itself, however, reveal that life on Earth has not had such 
an easy time of it. Uniformitarianism accounts for much 
of Earth's history, but the opposing viewpoint- catastroph
ism ----:- also explains much of that history. We have found 
evidence of great terrestrial catastrophes that have re
peatedly threatened total extinction of the biota. Further
more, the inhospitable environments of our neighboring 
planets indicate that Earth could have developed in other 
ways than it did - and ended up a hostile and forbidding 
place. 

Mass Extinctions 
At least five times during the past 600 million years a large 
fraction of the species on our planet has suddenly become 
extinct. The last time this happened, 65 million years ago, 
more than 50 percent of all species identified in the fossil 
record abruptly ceased to exist. Among the victims were 
the dinosaurs, and among the survivors were the mammals. 
Were it not for this catastrophe, dinosaurs' descendants, 
rather than us mammals, might now be embarked upon 
the exploration of our solar system. Presumably their views 
on geology would be decidedly uniformitarian. 

The cause of this most recent mass extinction has been 
debated for a long time. A few scientists pointed out years 
ago that collisions with comets or asteroids occur fre
quently and should be considered as a possible cause of 
extinctions. The pockmarked faces of the Moon and Mars 
reveal that devastating impacts do occur, and Earth itself 
bears many sizeable craters . But those ideas were ignored, 
swept up onto a great heap with other seemingly bizarre 
explanations. Proof in science rests not with a plausible 
theory, but with conclusive data. Such data were produced 
a few years ago by a group of scientists from the University 
of California at Berkeley led by Nobel-prize-winning physi
cist Luis Alvarez and his son, Walter. They found the re
mains of the meteorite that killed the dinosaurs! It was not 
a single rock, but a thin sheet of crushed meteorite and 
pulverized soil hurled up from the impact site to cover our 
planet worldwide. This debris can be found in an easily 
visible, readily touched layer anywhere that rocks of the 
proper age are exposed. 

Darkness and Cold 
When this cloud of debris was in the atmosphere, it blotted 
out the Sun, inducing darkness and cold temperatures for 
many months. Toxic vapors may also have built up in our 
atmosphere. The food chain collapsed under the strain, 
plants died back, and mass starvation followed. Precisely 
which effects were most lethal is still uncertain, but a large 
fraction of the biota quickly died off, followed by the sur
vivors' slow recovery in a greatly altered ecological setting. 

The discovery of the dinosaur-killing meteorite has 

and 
PERILS 

triggered a rush to determine if other major extinction 
events were triggered by asteroid impacts, along with a 
search for other evidence of catastrophes. We know that 
several large asteroids are now in orbits that could eventu
ally cause them to hit Earth. Moreover, the great cloud of 
millions of comets lying outside Pluto's orbit may be dis
turbed occasionally by a passing star or by other galactic 
phenomena, triggering a shotgun blast of comets aimed 
at the inner solar system. We need to better understand 
our planetary system to predict these possible events and 
to devise ways to protect ourselves from them. 

The fossil record shows that life on Earth narrowly sur
vived this planetary pinball game. An element of luck has 
been involved. Collisions haven't happened too often, and 
their direct effects have not been so extensive or so long
lasting that living organisms were unable to wait them out. 
Earth has been lucky in other ways. Planetary explorations 

(continued on page 22) 

Stenonychosaurus 
inequalis (rear), 
one of the last 
dinosaurs, may 
also have been 
one of the 
most intelligent, 
perhaps as 
smart as a 
modern armadillo 
or opossum. 
Its large brain, 
stereoscopic 
vision, opposable 
fingers and 
bipedal stance 
suggest to Dale 
Russell of the 
National Museum 
of Natural 
Science, Ottawa, 
that one of its 
descendants 
could have been 
this hypothetical 
intelligent being 
(front). If it 
weren't for the 
asteroid colli
sion that might 
have killed the 
dinosaurs, such· 
creatures might 
now rule Earth. 

MoJels by D.A. Russell 
anJ R. Sequin 
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OLCANOS 

lOP: Many parts of the subsurface world of volcanos are illustrated in this painting of a stratovolcano and its peripheral craters, lava flows 
and geothermal features. Hot magma rises from a supply region at great depths into a reservoir centered under the mountain. From there 
the magma rises through the main conduit into a crater. As the magma rises, expanding gases separate it into a mixhlre of liquid droplets 
and hot gases which is erupted from the volcano into the plume. Palnllng: Kazuakl/wasaki LEFT: This map shows the pattern of devastation 
caused by the lateral blast at Mount St. Helens on May 18, 1980. The arrows indicate the direction of flow as shown by the directions of 
follen trees. Note how the fallen trees show that the flow, initially directed north at the vent, diverged to the east and west. Map: S.w. Kie".r, 
Unil.d Slales Geol.gi,al Survey ABOVE: This eruption column deve/opeC/ uher the lateral blast at Mount St. Helens on May J8, 1980. Note the 
typical vertical plinian eruption column. Phol.: David frank, Unlled SIal,. Ge.l.g/,a' Survey 



AND ~MOSPHERES 
Catastrophic Influences on Planets 

by Susan Werner Kieffer 

F
or a rare and brief instant in 
geologic time, we can imagine 
that the sulfurous, chromatic sur

face of 10 lies quiet. Perhaps stars glis
ten brilliantly through the tenuous night 
sky. Here and there, thick icy fogs en
shroud fumaroles where sulfur dioxide 
leaks from the underworld. Suddenly, 
a fissure splits the surface and billow
ing clouds of sulfurous gases and ice 
hurl orange and black ash into the at
mosphere. Minute by minute, the inten
sity of the eruption builds; stars begin 
disappearing from the night sky. The 
rising plume inhales the nearbyatmos
phere, mixing it with the exhalations 
from the volcano. Particles of sulfur, 
sulfur dioxide snow and ash rise to 300 
kilometers, later raining down across 
the planet a thousand kilometers away. 

An area the size of Alaska is rapidly 
engulfed by the products of the erupting 
volcano. Under the veil of plume ejecta, 
dense clouds of gas and ash roll across 
the land, their particles mixing with ash 
falling from the sky; lava flows rush in 
torrents down the slopes. Pele, the 
Hawaiian goddess, is playing with Loki, 
Marduk and other gods and goddesses 
of volcanism on 10. Time and time 
again, they repaint the land with differ
ent sulfurous colors. Their paint 
brushes are lava flows , ash hurricanes 
and ash falls; their paint pots are reser
voirs of molten sulfur, sulfur dioxide 
and silicate that exist in the ground and 
atmosphere of 10. 

The mythical figures of volcanism 
play and paint until the excess heat in 
the planet is gone. Then, almost sud
denly, they retire into the underworld, 
having sculpted anew the surface, re
freshed the atmosphere, and cooled the 
tempers of the fiery interior. All is 
quiet...briefly. 

Volcanos and Atmospheres 
Large volcanic eruptions are so com
mon on 10 that they hardly can be called 
catastrophes. But on Earth, even much 
smaller events so perturb the delicate 
balances of life, land and weather that 
we do call them catastrophes. For 
example, El Chich6n, a small, remote 
volcano in Mexico, awakened in 1982. 
Ash flows rolled down its flanks and 
gullies, destroying villages and an
nihilating a tropical forest and its life. 
Ash and sulfurous droplets, propelled 
into the stratosphere by the towering 
column of gas emitted from El Chich6n, 

circulated around Earth, reducing ever 
so slightly the warming effect of the Sun 
and causing a mildly cooler winter. El 
Chich6n was giving us a gentle remin
der that 10 is not the only planet on 
which volcanic activity affects the at
mosphere. 

The historic record suggests that 
sometimes this reminder has been 
more severe. Often the most visible 
catastrophe from an eruption is the 
blanket of ash deposited from the vol
canic plume, but ash is only part of the 
problem. In 1783, a 25-kilometer-long 
fissure split the ground in Iceland. For 
eight months lava oozed out over Earth's 
surface at Laki; there were few of the 
fireworks and towering ash clouds that 
El Chich6n displayed. Yet the continu
ous injection of sulfurous droplets from 
that eruption into the lower atmosphere 
dramatically altered the weather for sev
eral years: Red sunsets, atmospheric 
hazes and fogs, and cold winters were 
observed worldwide. Most of the live
stock, and one-fourth of the people of 
Iceland, died from famine and starva
tion as a result of the weather change 
caused by the volcanic eruption. 

Do volcanic eruptions influence 
long-term climatic pattems as well as 
day-to-day weather? Benjamin Franklin 
first suggested that the answer to this 
question was "yes." Scientists now 
realize that if the eruption of the 12 
cubic kilometers of basalt at Laki over 
eight months could alter the climate for 
several winters, other much larger erup
tions might have had even greater ef
fects. The whole of northern and west
ern India surrounding Bombay, an area 
of over 250,000 square kilometers, is 
covered by baSalt flows, some reaching 
over three kilometers in thickness. 
About twenty million years ago over 
130,000 square kilometers of Washing
ton and Oregon were buried by thou
sands of cubic kilometers of basalt. 

We will never know for certain the 
magnitude of the effects of these erup
tions on the atmosphere, on life on the 
planet, and on glaciers and oceans. But 
after a century of controversy, we are 
beginning to believe that the effect of 
volcanos on Earth's atmosphere can in
deed be catastrophic. 

Atmospheres and Volcanos 
We are also learning that planetary at
mospheres affect the type of devasta
tion wrought by volcanos because the 

atmospheres provide the "back-pres
sure" against which volcanic gases 
work when they" enter the atmosphere. 
Volcanic gases originate in regions of 
a planet where pressures are a few 
hundred to a few thousand times 
greater than the atmospheric pressure 
at the surface of Earth. If high-pressure 
volcanic gases were suddenly exposed 
to the atmosphere, violent eruptions 
would blast hot gases and rock up, 
down and sideways - much as a water 
balloon exploding on a sidewalk has 
little directionality in selection of its 
victims. 

But terrestrial volcanos commonly 
vent their gases unidirectionally
most often vertically into the towering 
eruption columns that we call plinian, 
after Pliny the Younger's classic de
scription of the eruption column from 
the 79 AD eruption of Vesuvius. That 
extremely violent eruption destroyed 
much of the ancient volcano and buried 
the Roman cities of Pompeii and Her
culaneum under millions of tons of ash. 

Why do many of the gases released 
from terrestrial volcanos rush into these 
towering vertical columns instead of 
spreading out around the volcano? As 
magma (a mixture of melted rock and 
hot gases) rises from depth through a 
volcanic system toward Earth's surface, 
the pressure, density and temperature 
of the gases all decrease in response 
to the ascent. Energy that was stored 
in compression is used to overcome 
friction and gravity as the material rises, 
and to accelerate the material into the 
lower-pressure environment. Quantita
tive models of these processes indicate 
that the pressure on a magma can drop 
hundreds or thousands of times as the 
magma accelerates from its reservoir 
through the conduit to the vent where it 
enters the atmosphere (see diagram at 
left). lf there is any excess pressure left 
in the gas when it reaches the vent, lateral 
expansion in a small crater (less than 
50 meters deep) relieves this pressure. 

In a typical eruption then, volcanic 
gases are at about atmospheric pres
sure when they enter the atmosphere, 
and they simply flow from the volcano 
under the impetus of their own momen
tum - upward into a plume or, some
times, laterally into a flow. Thus, al
though the scale is vastly different, the 
flow of gases in a plinian eruption is 
much like the flow of water from a fire 5 
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hose, gas from an automobile exhaust 
pipe, or air through an orchestral flute. 

catastrophic Eruptions 
Plumes do sometimes emerge into our 
atmosphere with a pressure higher than 
atmospheric. When this happens, the 
effects can be truly catastrophic. On 
May 18, 1980, gas and rock stored at 
more than 100 times atmospheric pres
sure in the north flank of Mount St. He
lens were suddenly exposed to the at
mosphere when the overlying rocks 
fractured and slid into the drainage of 
the North Fork of the Toutle River. Be
cause the magma was stored so high 
in the volcano, pressure on the buried 
gases and hot rock could not be re
duced by the normal processes that 
occur during ascent of magma through 
the crust. Instead, the depressurization 
happened as the flow accelerated 
across the land. (A similar decompres-

VOYJ!~ photographed eruptions 01 the ionian volca
nos Prometheus (top) and Loki (above). Compare the 
symmetric, umbrella shape of Prometheus with the 
more irregular shape of Loki. The volcanos of '0 are 
named after gods and goddesses of volcanism on 
Earth. Images: JPLtNASA 

sion, although from lower pressure, oc
curs at the end of a rifle barrel, a geo
thermal bore or a rocket engine. The 
effect of varying atmospheric back
pressure can be seen as rockets ascend 
through the atmosphere: Their trailing 
plumes become more and more flared 
because the atmosphere becomes 
more tenuous and less able to confine 
the high-pressure gases.) 

When the opening through which 
high pressure gases are released is 
large, the distance required for decom
pression of the gases is also large: The 
gases in the Mount St. Helens lateral 
blast remained at pressures greater 
than atmospheric for several kilome
ters, and over this distance obtained 
velocities over 100 meters per second. 
In this region, the forest was blown from 
the land, soil was stripped down to bed
rock, and no life survived. 

Because the vent through which the 
material within Mount St. Helens had 
to escape opened to the north, the blast 
was initially directed northward. How
ever, because the gases in this material 
were at higher pressure than atmos
pheric, they expanded to both the east 
and west (as well as upward) , and mat
erial was spread over the whole sector 
north of the volcano rather than being 
restricted to a narrow zone directly in 
line with the actual vent (see map). The 
back-pressure of the terrestrial atmos
phere, however, kept the blast confined 
to the northern sector of the volcano, 
and much of the southern flank was 
spared the direct effect of the blast (al
though it was devastated by later ash 
flows) . 

Dramatic 10 
If different ratios of magmatic and at
mospheric gas pressures on Earth pro
duce plumes of such different shapes, 
we might expect quite dramatic effects 
on 10, where atmospheric pressure is 
ten million times less than on Earth. If 
the volcanic conduits on 10 were nar
row and constricted, when the volcanic 
gases emerged they would be at much 
higher pressures than lo's atmosphere. 
The plumes on 10 would look like giant 
rocket engines or geothermal wells; 
they would flare outward near the 
ground, and be diffuse and irregular in 
structure because of internal shock 
waves. Loki may, at times, have had 
such a configuration (see photo). 

However, such flaring near the vent 
of a constricted volcanic conduit would 
rapidly erode the ground , and a crater 
would form over the conduit. The high
pressure gases would expand laterally 
from the conduit into the crater, reduc
ing the plume pressure by many orders 
of magnitude. Gas could enter the cra
ter at a pressure of tens to hundreds. of 
bars and be decompressed to a mil
lionth of a bar before leaving the crater, 
if the crater were a kilometer deep. 
(One bar equals Earth's atmospheric 

pressure at sea level.) 
The trajectories of the volcanic gases 

and particles are altered by divergence 
into the crater, and thus, when the 
gases and particles reach the surface, 
they are launched obliquely into the 
atmosphere and follow trajectories that 
produce the characteristic umbrella 
shapes of the ionian plumes, rather 
than the vertical columns of terrestrial 
plinian eruptions. The plume of Pro
metheus (see photo) is a good example 
of such a structure. 

What would have happened if Mount 
St. Helens had erupted on another plan
et? On 10, Mars or the Moon, atmos
pheric pressure could not have pre
vented devastation around the whole 
mountain. In contrast, on Venus, where 
atmospheric pressure is nearly 100 
times that of Earth, the spread of the 
blast would have been much less than 
here on Earth. In fact, we can hypothe
size that eruptions on Venus would re
semble terrestrial eruptions deep in the 
ocean, where the pressure of the over
lying water suppresses the expansion 
of volatiles and produces nonexplosive 
effusions instead of high-velocity pli
nian eruptions or violent lateral blasts. 
This comparison illustrates the drama
tic effect that planetary atmospheric 
pressure has on the nature of the catas
trophes wrought by volcanos. 

Planetary Lessons 
We of the 1980's are the privileged first 
generation of volcanologists who have 
been able to study active volcanos on 
two planets. On Earth , truly large, catas
trophic volcanic eruptions are in
frequent. However, because of the finite 
probability that an eruption of the size 
that created Long Valley in California, 
or the calderas in Yellowstone National 
Park, will occur within the span of 
human existence, it is important that 
we try to understand the behavior of 
such volcanos - particularly that we 
try to learn what activity might precede . 
such a catastrophic event. 

Perhaps some answers will come to 
us through studies of the large-scale 
events on 10. The lessons already 
learned from planetary volcanology 
have been numerous: Volcanos are a 
major safety valve by which planets dis
sipate their excess heat; atmospheric 
pressure plays an important role in 
shaping volcanic plumes; volcanos, in 
turn, playa major role in determining 
the composition of the atmosphere, cli
mate and weather. The future holds 
promise of many more lessons as we 
await the portrait that Pele is creating 
for us on 10. 

Susan W. Kieffer is a volcanologist with 
the Branch of Igneous and Geothermal 
Processes, US Geological Survey, in 
Flagstaff, Arizona. She studies geysers, 
the Mount St. Helens volcano, and vol
canism on 10. 
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Charlene Anderson: Why have some 
scientists come to believe that an as
teroid hit Earth at the time of the Cre
taceous-Tertiary extinctions? 

Eugene Shoemaker: The discovery of 
the evidence leading to that view was 
serendipitous. Walter Alvarez, a 
geologist from the University of Califor
nia at Berkeley, has for many years 
studied the geologic structure and tec
tonics of the central Apennine region 
of Italy. He became interested in the 
precise dating of sedimentary beds 
whose ages span part of the Cretaceous 
and Tertiary Periods. He worked with 
Italian paleontologists and geologists 
from Princeton on a beautiful sequence 
of exposed sedimentary "layers along a 
road cut near the medieval village of 
Gubbio. 

Walter's father, Luis Alvarez, a Nobel
Prize-winning physicist, is also on the 
faculty at Berkeley. Luis Alvarez was in 
charge of a seminar at the Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory, and he invited 
Walter to talk about the work he had 
been doing at Gubbio. It happened that 
Walter had a small specimen in his poc
ket, a piece of rock with a one-centime
ter-thick clay layer sandwiched be
tween two limestone layers. The clay 
layer marked the precise boundary of 
the Cretaceous and Tertiary Periods, de
termined by microscopic fossils. He re
marked to the seminar that this clay 
layer marked a point in geologic time 
when there had been a major extinction 
of living species. 

This enormously intrigued Luis. To 
paraphrase, he said that was the 
dangedest thing he'd ever heard of. He 
began to wonder what could have hap
pened to produce that catastrophe in 
the biosphere. His interest focused on 
the clay layer. 

The first question was "How much 
time does that clay layer represent?" 
Maybe there was some mechanism that 
shut off the formation of limestone 
while the clay was being deposited. The 
limestone at Gubbio is made up of the 
skeletal debris of microscopic or
ganisms, the phytoplankton and zoo
plankton (drifting plants and animals) 
that live in the surface layers of the 
oceans. If you wiped them all out, you 
would stop limestone production. If it 
were turned off for a long period of 

Eugene 

Wat killed the dinosaurs? 

Shoemalcer 
This question has long intrigued scientist 
and layman alike. Those glamorous 
reptiles ruled Earth for some 300 million 
years, and then suddenly disappeared. 
Numerous hypotheses have been 
advanced: Rising temperatures over
heated their testicles, causing sterility; 
the recently evolved mammals ate dino
saur eggs, destroying the succeeding 
generations; newly developed flowering 
plants gave them hayfever, and they 
sneezed to death. While many of these 
ideas were interesting, none was test
able, and the debate raged on. 

Then, in 1980, Luis and Walter Alvarez, 
Frank Asaro and Helen Michel proposed 
a new, testable hypothesis: An asteroid 
had collided with Earth, and this catas
trophe had killed the dinosaurs. Earth's 
history is divided into eons, eras, 
periods, epochs and ages, based primar
ily on fossil types found in sedimentary 
rocks. The boundary between the Creta
ceous and Tertiary Periods marks the end 
of the dinosaurs' reign on Earth. At pre
cisely that boundary, Walter Alvarez 
found a very interesting piece of rock 
that may have unlocked the puzzle of the 
dinosaurs' disappearance. 

In this interview with our editor, Dr. 
Eugene Shoemaker of the United States 
Geological Survey tells the story of the 
asteroid and the dinosaurs for readers of 
The Planetary Report. Dr. Shoemaker is 
one of the premier planetary scientists, a 
leading expert on asteroids, comets and 
craters. He is contributing his considerable 
expertise to the question of an asteroid 
impact with Earth at the time of the 
Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary. 

time, clay carried to the ocean by 
streams and by wind might have been 
slowly deposited to form the one-cen
timeter layer. 

There was a rather neat way to deter
mine the length of time represented by 
the clay layer that the people at the 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory could 
bring some special expertise to. Ex
traterrestrial particles steadily fall onto 
Earth, from sporadic meteors, shower 
meteors and zodiacal dust, and they 
contribute to the ocean floor sedi
ments. You can recognize the signature 
of the cosmic infall by trace elements 
that are relatively abundant in meteor
ites but severely depleted in Earth's 
crust. 

Now the siderophile elements
the "iron lovers" such as gold and 

platinum - are enormously depleted 
in Earth's crust compared with their 
normal abundance in the solar system. 
As Earth's iron core formed, they were 
extracted into the iron down there. So 
the siderophiles are down deep in a 
region we don't get to see - that's why 
some of them are so valuable. The nor
mal abundance of these noble metals 
in meteorites is about 10,000 times 
greater than normal Earth-crust abun
dances. So these noble metals are nice 
tracers for cosmic material. And of all 
the noble metals, the one that is easiest 
to measure in small concentrations is 
the element iridium, one of the 
platinum group. 

Luis and Walter, along with two 
radiochemists at the Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory, Frank Asaro and Helen 
Michel, decided "Let's measure the 
iridium content in the Gubbio clay 
boundary. This will tell us how much 
cosmic material fell into the ocean 
while the claywas being deposited, and 
will give us a measure of the time it 
took the clay to form, since we know 
the infall rate for more recent geologic 
time." 

Well, they found vastly more iridium 
than they expected. That meant either 
there was a big interval of time missing 
in the sedimentary record, or there had 
been some unusual source of iridium. 
The former possibility could be elimi
nated because they knew, from the fos
sil record, that a nearly complete se
quence of strata was present at Gubbio. 
The clear implication was that there 
was some unusual source of iridium. 

CA: What were the possible sources? 

ES: One of the hypotheses for the ex
tinction of the dinosaurs, put forward 
many years earlier, was that there had 
been a supernova explosion in the 
neighborhood of Earth . That could in
deed yield a flux of iridium and other 
noble metals onto Earth. But if that were 
the source, one would expect that there 
would be isotopic differences between 
noble metals from a supernova and 
those from the solar system. The Ber
keley group made a quick check of the 
isotopic composition of one of the 
noble metals extracted from the clay 
layer and found that it looked like solar 
system material. Besides, it is unlikely 7 
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that a supernova could occur close 
enough. So the supernova possibility 
could be eliminated. 

That left one really attractive alterna
tive: instead of the normal flux of cos
mic material, a big slug of it might have 
come in all at once from one big object. 
And this was the hypothesis that the 

. " 

Alvarezes, Asaro and Michel unveiled 
at a national meeting of the American 
Association for the Advancement of Sci
ence in San Francisco, and published 
in a 1980 paper in Science. They de
scribed the iridium enrichment at three 
localities in Italy, Denmark and New 
Zealand, and their hypothesis that it 
was due to the impact of a substantial 
extraterrestrial body. 

The newspapers picked up the story 
immediately, saying that a meteorite or 
an asteroid had caused the extinction 
of the dinosaurs. Of course, the Alvarez 
team was not talking about the di
nosaurs directly; they were talking 
about the extinction observed in the 
microscopic marine organisms, the 
phytoplankton and zooplankton, and 
also the extinction of some of the larger 
marine organisms. Ammonites, for 
example, suddenly disappeared pre
cisely at this clay layer. I have person
ally picked out ammonites from im
mediately beneath the boundary clay 
layer at Stevens Klint in Denmark, and 
that's the last of the ammonites. But it's 
also true that, in correlating continental 
deposits with marine deposits, verte
brate paleontologists have long used 
the extinction of the dinosaurs to mark 
the end of the Cretaceous. Walter Al
varez knew this quite well, and it was 
mentioned at the AAAS meeting. So it 
was reported in the newspapers that an 
asteroid caused the extinction of the 
dinosaurs. 

CA: How would an asteroid impact 
have affected Earth and caused the ex
tinctions? 
ES: The Alvarez team offered an 
hypothesis that the clay layer rep
resented high-velocity ejecta from the 
crater formed by the asteroid impact. 

They imagined that an enormous 
amount of material was injected into 
the atmosphere and carried worldwide 
by atmospheric circulation. They noted 
that if this amount of fine particles, rep
resented by one centimeter of clay, 
were carried up into the atmosphere it 
would make the atmosphere opaque to 
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sunlight. Therefore, it would have been 
dark at Earth's surface for a substantial 
period of time, perhaps a year. This 
would have suppressed photosynthesis 
and essentially stopped the food chain 
at its base. Animals would have died 
of starvation. We have jocularly come 
to call this particular model the "dark
ness at noon" hypothesis. 

It's apparent, however, that this is 
only one of many possible effects. 
There were some difficulties with the 
original hypothesis . For example, how 
could that much material be distributed 
globally by normal atmospheric circu
lation? Solid particles would fall out too 
fast, and the clay layer ought to be thick
est near the source. Later work by Eric 

Jones and others at the Los Alamos 
National Laboratory suggested that, 
when you make a giant crater, you get 
a huge fireball. If the fireball were big 
enough, it would burst right out of the 
top of the atmosphere. The particles 

entrained in the expanding fireball 
would be distributed around Earth on 
ballistic trajectories. 

Other people, such as Brian Toon 
and his colleagues at Ames Research 
Center, have made a special study of 
dust-settling times. Their best estimates 
suggest that most of the dust would 
have settled out in only a few months. 
Now, there is a problem, even if the 
dust were up for only a few months, in 
the survival of some microscopic or
ganisms. There have been some in
teresting experiments carried out by 
David Milne, among others, that show 
the atmosphere has to clear fairly 
quickly or you will have a problem ex
plaining the survivors. 

CA: How dark would it have been after 
the impact? 

ES: In the first few hours, it would be 
totally black on the surface of Earth -
except for lightning bugs or whatever 
else makes their own light. If it stayed 
dark very long, it would get very cold . 

There are several other possible con
sequences to this event. One, pointed 
out by Cesare Emiliani, Eric Kraus and 
myself, was that if the impact occurred 
in the ocean - and I think that there 
is good circumstantial evidence that it 
did - it would inject a large amount 
of water vapor into the atmosphere. The 
amount of water vapor would be so 
large that the atmosphere could not 
hold it all, and most of it would 
promptly precipitate out. But it would 
saturate the stratosphere, which is nor
mally very dry, so that even after the 
atmosphere had cleared there would 
be an unusual water vapor content in 
the stratosphere. 

This would produce a partial barrier 
to infrared radiation emitted from 
Earth's surface. Several positive feed-

back mechanisms would enhance this 
effect. An infrared barrier introduced in 
the upper atmosphere would make the 
troposphere warmer. It would warm the 
ocean surface, making the troposphere 
more humid, thereby increasing the 



greenhouse effect. That would release 
carbon dioxide from the ocean surface 
as it warms up, further enhancing the 
greenhouse effect. This might raise the 
average temperature ten or more de
grees Celsius, above a level at which 
many organisms could survive. We 
suggested that this effect could last 
much longer than the dust, and many 
life forms could have been killed by 
hyperthermia. 

Another suggestion was made by 
Kenneth Hsu: The atmosphere might 
have been contaminated by poisonous 
components of the impacting body. He 
was thinking of a comet that would 
have poisoned Earth with cyanide. I 
think he has since thought better of that 
idea, because the cyanide would de
compose with the shock of impact. 

John Lewis, then at MIT and now at 
the University of Arizona, and his col
leagues pointed out another thing: The 
fireball would make an enormous 
quantity of nitrogen oxides (NOx) 
which promptly oxidize to N02 . That 
would have made the original acid rain. 

Impact of a large body (about 10 
kilometers in diameter) could certainly 
cause an environmental catastrophe. 
First there is darkness at noon. When 
the atmosphere clears, there could be 
a prolonged thermal pulse. The atmos
phere could have been contaminated 
with poisonous trace metals. And there 
is acid rain. On top of all this was a 
major extinction of species at the end 
of the Cretaceous, so the ecological bal
ance was dramatically changed. 

It's very interesting that the whole 
business of nuclear winter (see pages 
20-21) has since been proposed. It was 
stimulated, at least in part, by recogni
tion of the Cretaceous-Tertiary event. 
Some scientists began to wonder what 
would happen if you put smoke and 
dust into the atmosphere as a result of 
nuclear war. In particular, people be
came concerned about the effects of 
optically active particles, such as you 
find in smoke. There are some signifi
cant differences between a nuclear 
winter, which would depend primarily 
on smoke particles, and an impact 
winter, which would depend on rock 
particles. But there is a close relation
ship between predicted atmospheric ef
fects of a nuclear war and an impact 
catastrophe. 

CA: Have iridium anomalies been 
found at the boundaries of any other 
eras? 
ES: There are about half a dozen other 
extinction events of a magnitude com
parable to the Cretaceous-Tertiary 
event. We have an abundant fossil re
cord for about the last 600 million years, 
and there have been big extinction 
events about once every 100 million 
years, on average. The granddaddy of 
all recognized extinctions is at the Per
mian-Triassic boundary (245 million 

years ago) at which time more than half 
the living families became extinct; this 
means that at the genus level the effect 
was immense, and at the species level, 
extinction was extraordinary. 

People have searched for a noble 
metal anomaly at the Permian-Triassic 
boundary. The difficulty is that sea level 
was very low at that time, so there are 
very few places on Earth where we have 
a continuous record of deposition. One 
region where the boundary appears to 
be continuous is in China. Very early 
in the game, the Alvarez group, working 
with Chinese colleagues, got samples 
of a clay layer at the Permian-Triassic 
boundary and found nothing. 

Carl Orth of the Los Alamos National 
Laboratory has carefully examined the 
Ordovician-Silurian boundary (435 mil
lion years ago) and the Cambrian-Or
dovician boundary (500 million years 
ago), both well-known extinction boun
daries. So far, he's had negative results. 

Philip Playford has been working on 
ancient reefs and rocks of Devonian 

age in the Canning Basin of Western 
Australia. He took samples from the 
Frasnian-Famennian boundary (365 
million years ago), which corresponds 
to one of the great extinctions. Orth and 
his team analyzed these rocks and 
found a spectacular noble metal ano
maly. But this situation is a little sticky: 
There is no clay layer, and the anomaly 
is found in limestones with fossils of 
an iron-precipitating cyanobacterium, 
or blue-green alga, known as Frutexites. 

CA: So the bacteria could have concen
trated the noble metals into the rock? 
ES: If you take the rock apart, you find 
little branching structures called 
stromatolites, built by the cyanobac
teria. If you compare the stromatolites 
with the surrounding matrix of lime
stone, you find that the noble metals are 
concentrated in the fossil stromatolites. 

So the question is, is this phenome
non simply a biological concentration 
of these elements from seawater, or was 

there an anomalous source for the noble 
metals? There's no doubt that the Frute
xites concentrated these elements. It's 
remarkable that Frutexites is found in 
only one place in the Devonian section, 
essentially at or very close to the Fras
nian-Famennian boundary. All of these 
things together lead me, as a bystander, 
to suspect that these associations are 
not just funny coincidence, but that 
there is a causal connection between 
the mass extinction, the occurence of 
Frutexites and the noble metal ano
maly. This may be the signature of an 
impact event. I would say that, at the 
present time, the search for evidence 
of large-body impacts associated with 
extinctions comparable that of the Cre
taceous-Teriary boundary has been un
successful, with one possible exception. 

Another obvious place to look for an 
iridium anomaly is in a layer of deep 
ocean sediments of very late Eocene 
age that contain microtektites (Micro
tektites are small bits of glass, found 
in sediments, and possibly associated 

with meteorite impacts.) Late Eocene 
microtektites have been traced around 
the world by a man named Billy 
Glass - quite a name for a person who 
studies glass, which is what these 
microtektites are. Glass was able to 
trace a late Eocene microtektite horizon 
in deep sea cores from the Gulf of 
Mexico and the Caribbean across the 
Pacific and into the Indian Ocean. He 
once thought that this event was pre
cisely at the Eocene-Oligocene bound
ary (37 million years ago), but more 
detailed work has shown that the event 
is a little earlier in the Eocene. 

Microtektites have since been found 
in the Atlantic Ocean by Gerta Keller, 
working on sediments with abundant 
fossils of little beasties called foraminif
era. This discovery showed that the late 
Eocene microtektites are globally distri
buted. We know from other evidence 
that microtektites are signatures of 
major impact events. So you might ex
pect that there would be an iridium ano- 9 
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maly associated with them, and indeed 
there is. It now appears that there is 
more than one microtektite horizon in 
the very late Eocene, and work is being 
done to find out if there are noble metal 
anomalies associated with different 
microtektite horizons. 

CA: Is there a periodicity to these im
pact events? 

ES: That has been the hot new topic 
for 1984, and it came out of a very care
ful piece of work by David Raup and 
Jack Sepkoski at the University of 
Chicago. They analyzed the record of 
extinctions of families of organisms 
over the last quarter billion years. They 
concluded that there have been about 
twelve mass extinctions during this 
time which seem to have recurred with 
a period of about 26 million years. 

Now, if you accept that the extinc
tions are periodic, the next question is: 
"What in the world could cause such 
periodicity?" If you look at the record 
of determined ages of impact craters 
on Earth, many appear to coincide 
roughly with the mass extinctions iden
tified by Raup and Sepkoki. So, there 
is some reason to think that there is a 
connection between surges in the im
pact rate and mass extinctions. 

A number of people have now en
tered the fray. Some astronomers said, 
"One way you could get a periodic 
surge in the impact rate is if the Sun 
had a companion star." One team of 
scientists went so far as to offer a name 
for this star: Nemesis. But there are 
some severe difficulties with this 
hypothesis because of the large orbit 
required to account for the very long 
orbital period of 26 million years. At 
the farthest point in its orbit, this com
panion would be almost as far away as 
Proxima Centauri, our Sun's nearest 
known stellar neighbor. It would be so 
weakly bound to the Sun that small per
turbations from passing objects could 
cause it to drift away. I have carried out 
calculations with my colleague Ruth 
Wolfe, and found that there is less than 
one chance in a thousand that the post
ulated companion star, jocularly called 
the "Death Star," has a long enough 
lifetime and an orbit stable enough and 
eccentric enough to do what it is adver
tised to do. 

CA: Such a star might not affect the 
asteroids, but couldn't it affect the com
ets out in the far reaches of the solar 
system? 

ES: What we are talking about now is 
the comet cloud surrounding the Sun. 
In 1950, Jan Oort showed that, if you 
traced the trajectories of these very
long-period comets back before their 
encounters with planets, you can find 
the region from which these comets are 
coming. The comets in this region can 
be shown to be uniformly distributed 

around the Sun in an enormous halo 
that has since been called the Oort 
Cloud. 

Many people have thought that there 
might be an even more massive reser
voir of comets inside that halo. My own 
work with Ruth Wolfe has shown that, 
if comets originated as planetesimals 
(small clumps of solar system material) 
of the planets Uranus and Neptune, and 
I think they did, then there should be 
a massive inner reservoir of comets, 
and the Oort Cloud is its outer edge. 
Rare close encounters with passing 
stars would perturb the inner reservoir 
and produce showers of comets in the 
inner solar system. 

Now the question is: "Are there 
periodic comet showers?" If the show
ers are only caused by passing stars, 
it's difficult to see how this could be 
anything other than random occurr
ences. But if we look at the apparent 
clustering of impact crater ages over 
the last 150 million years - not the 
quarter billion years analyzed by Raup 
and Sepkoski - there does seem to be 
an association of crater ages with the 
times of mass extinctions. However, the 
period I get is 33 million years, not 26 
million. 

That is an interesting number, which 
turns out to be the best estimate of the 
period for the Sun's crossings of the 
galactic plane. (The galactic plane is 
an imaginary plane drawn through the 
flattened disk of the galaxy, where most 
of its matter is concentrated.) As 
pointed out in a very important paper 
by Rampino and Stothers, this could 
be the clock that has controlled the 
apparent periodicity in mass extinc
tions . One then asks: "During crossings 
of the galactic plane, what could stimu
late periodic comet showers?" It can't 
be stars; they're not sufficiently concen
trated near the galactic plane. I think it 
could only be small interstellar clouds 
of gas. 

CA: VVhen can we expect the next 
comet shower? 
ES: I claim that we may be in a very 
weak comet shower now. We are in a 
period when we are probably seeing a 
larger than average comet flux. The Sun 
has just passed through the galactic 
plane in the past million years. If we 
start counting at the present and go 
backwards, 33 million years puts us 
pretty close to, but not precisely, at the 
late Eocene extinction peak of Raup 
and Sepkoski. If we go back 33 million 
years more, it puts us almost right bang 
on the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary. 
Moving further backwards, the next 
galactic plane crossing puts us back to 
the mass extinction at the Cenomanian
Turonian boundary (91 million years 
ago). There seem to have been two sig
nificant extinctions rather closely 
spaced' about that time. A modest 

search has been made for an iridium 
anomaly at this boundary, so far with
out success. But there are some crater 
ages fairly close to that time. 

I think we are seeing two effects from 
comet showers. First, there is the in
coming flux oflong-period comets from 
the comet cloud. Second, there is an 
enhancement in Earth-crossing as
teroids, which are probably mostly ex
tinct comets. A few comets stray into 
long-lived orbits and decay into as
teroids. This spreads the effect of the 
comet showers out over time. The surge 
in the impact rate is spread out over 
some 10 million years, or a substantial 
fraction of the 33-million-year cycle. 

CA: One paleontologist told me he 
thought this asteroid hypothesis was "a 
lot of hooey" at first, but he has now 
changed his mind. 
ES: It's interesting to see what has hap
pened in the last four years since the 
Alvarez team's paper was published. 
When they first heard the hypothesis, 
most of my colleagues reacted with 
scorn. But as they became aware of the 
facts of the case, many gradually 
warmed to the idea. There has been a 
steady conversion to the impact camp. 

You must remember that many pale
ontologists, particularly those who 
studied the Cretaceous-Tertiary bound
ary, had their own pet hypotheses, 
which they are not likely to abandon 
until the evidence is overwhelming. 
They will be convinced only if we can 
document many different large impact 
events and show that they are related 
to mass extinctions. I believe that we 
are going to find other good cases. This 
is a brand-new field of inquiry and will 
take a lot of hard work. 

On the other hand, I have to say that 
if, after that hard work, the Cretaceous
Tertiary impact turns out to be a unique 
event, the importance of impacts to the 
phenomenon of extinction will not be 
as great as some of us now think. 

Impacts could turn out to be a minor 
part of the story of evolution, or they 
could be a driving force in speciation 
(the evolution of new species). There 
is a more-or-less steady background 
rate of extinction, and a background 
rate of speciation. Then there are surges 
of speciation following mass extinc
tions. No one is suggesting that the 
background rate is related to impact; 
that would be a silly point of view. What 
we are talking about is whether major 
impact events - global catastro
phes - may have been major drivers 
of evolution. 

No one has understood mass extinc
tions up to now. It may well be that we 
are onto the key. If mass extinction rates 
turn out to be truly periodic, as I suspect 
they will, then we suddenly have a very 
interesting and powerful approach to 
understanding evolution. 0 



T
here are two major weekly science magazines in 
the English language. Science is published by the 
American Association for the Advancement of Sci
ence and is available in many public libraries. 

Also widely available is the British magazine, Nature. Unlike 
the popular science magazines that I usually discuss in 
this column, these two publications are written for scien
tists and .others interested in up-to-date technical informa
tion about scientific developments. But both magazines 
are more accessible to the layperson than are most techni
cal journals. Since they cover the full breadth of science, 
from sociology to biology, from technology to physics, the 
technical articles are edited to be understood by readers 
from many different disciplines. While the reports are not 
free of jargon, there are at least editorial attempts to define 
the jargon. Both magazines also carry popularly written 
perspectives on various research topics of current interest. 
And they carry book reviews and news about the politics 
of science. 

The technical articles are never long and they frequently 
report major scientific discoveries. Instead of waiting in 
the editorial and publication queues of specialty journals, 
most of which delay publication for a year or more, articles 
can be published in Science or Nature within several weeks, 
if they are deemed to be sufficiently important. Therefore 
many scientists, including astronomers and planetary 
geologists, submit their most important reports to these 
rapid-publication magazines, and you can follow develop
ments in your local library. Earth-shaking discoveries are 
rare in science, however, so many of the reports in Science 
and Nature simply describe another brick on the wall in 
the construction of new scientific paradigms. Some planet
ary science articles in recent issues of Science and Nature 
are examples of such methodical progress, albeit on topics 
of great interest. 

Triton and Pluto 
In the September 27th issue of Nature, William McKinnon 
discusses the origins of Neptune's large moon, Triton, and 
of the planet Pluto. Recall that Pluto is an unusual planet 
in an elongated orbit that actually crosses inside the orbit 
of Neptune. Considering the size of its large nearby moon, 
Charon, Pluto is most properly considered as a small dou
ble-planet. Triton is larger than Pluto (about the size of 
our own Moon) and is particularly remarkable because it 
orbits Neptune in a retrograde sense -~ clockwise when 
viewed from the north, opposite to the direction in which 
the planets revolve about the Sun and in which most other 
planetary satellites orbit their primaries. 

Nearly half-a-century ago, the British astrophysicist R.A. 
Lyttleton proposed that the peculiar orbits of Triton and 
Pluto could be due to the same cause: dual formation in 
orbit around Neptune, followed by a close gravitational 
encounter between the two, which ejected Pluto into an 
independent orbit about the Sun and "flipped" Triton's 
orbit. McKinnon assembled some of the more recent ideas 
about Pluto and Triton, made a few calculations, and con
cludes that Lyttleton's ideas won't work. He proposes, in
stead, that Triton was captured as a satellite of Neptune 
from a once independent orbit. Shortly after capture, the 
tidal interactions between Neptune and Triton would have 
produced a "spectacular" melting event on Triton, accord
ing to McKinnon, which might explain the unique surface 
of that satellite. (It is thought that much of Triton's surface 
may be immersed in an ocean of liquid nitrogen.) 

Ionian Volcanism 
A team of scientists from the University of Hawaii and the 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory has been using NASA's Infrared 

by Clark R. Chapman 

This picture provides the latest news about Halley's Comet, which was doing fine 
somewhere out there. It appeared in the sky near Betelgeuse (the red star in Orion), 
when I observed it on Halloween using a CCD (charge-coupled device) camera 
attached to the SS-inch telescope on Mauna Kea, Hawaii. Three exposures are 
superimposed; the three faint dots in a row, labelled "Halley," show the comet's 
motion. Falnter than 20th magnitude, Halley still requires a large telescope to be 
seen. This will change by late this year, when the comet will become visible with 
the unalded eye. 

Telescope Facility atop Mauna Kea to map the distribution 
of "hot spots" on Jupiter's weird moon, 10. Since the original 
theoretical predictions of energetic volcanism on 10, pub
lished in Science in 1979, and following Voyager's two 
brief visitations that same year, all follow-up work on lo's 
remarkable sulfur-volcanism has had to be done with 
ground-based telescopes. 

Torrence Johnson and his Hawaii/JPL colleagues con
clude that most of the thermal energy output from 10 is 
coming from a very few hot spots on 10, perhaps only two. 
Indeed, a single feature called Loki may be responsible 
for most of the ionian infrared emission. This is an impor
tant result because, under earlier assumptions, the thermal 
emission near Loki was typical of most provinces on 10, 
rather than unique. It had been calculated that 10 was 
radiating more heat than is theoretically possible by the 
heating mechanism proposed in 1979, just before Voyager 
confirmed the volcanic activity on 10. Now we begin to see 
that lo's volcanic activity may be spotty, in both space and 
time, and averaged over centuries or millennia it could 
well be less than the immense radiance of Loki today. 

Another article in the October 12th Science is the latest 
contribution by the Alvarezes and their collaborators (see 
pages 7-10) . They offer further proof that the clay layer at 
the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary is due to chemical alter
ation of impact-generated glass, distributed worldwide dur
ing the catastrophic event 65 million years ago. 

Clark R. Chapman is a research scientist at the Pianetary 
Science Institute, a division of Science Applications Inter
national Corporation. 11 
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Should Earth's climate warm up, the polar ice caps could melt, flooding 
low-lying cities like London (above). Should it become colder, glaciers 
could expand outward from the polesJ engulfing productive habitats (right). 

Paintings: David Hardy (above), Chesley Bonestell (right). 
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the thermonuclear combustion process 
that powers stars. As its helium ac
cumulated, the Sun's density increased, 
leading to higher pressures and tem
peratures in its core. The higher core 
temperatures, in turn, cause fusion 
reactions to proceed more rapidly, so 
that the Sun now produces energy at a 
faster rate. 

If solar luminosity has indeed in
creased, it follows that, all other things 
being equal, Earth should have been 
much colder in the past. In fact, Sagan 
and Mullen showed that the oceans 
would have been completely frozen 
over, forming a global glacier, prior to 
2.2 billion years ago if its atmospheric 
composition was the same as at pre
sent. The geologic record tells us, how
ever, that liquid water has been present 
on Earth's surface for at least the last 
3.8 billion years. This apparent con
tradiction has come to be known as the 
"faint young Sun paradox." 

An Atmospheric Greenhouse 
Speculation about planetary habitabil
ity has also been influenced by the dis
covery of the extremely hot surface tem
perature of Venus. Venus maintains 
this hothouse even though it absorbs 
significantly less solar energy than 
Earth. The solar flux is 1.9 times higher 
at Venus' orbit, but the thick sulfuric 
acid clouds reflect nearly 80 percent of 
this energy back into space. The amount 
of solar energy that actually heats the 
planet is about the same as that avail
able at the orbit of Mars. 

The large greenhouse effect of its 
dense carbon dioxide atmosphere 
causes Venus' high surface tempera
ture. Its atmosphere contains about 
200,000 times as much carbon dioxide 
as does Earth's. In fact, Venus' carbon 
dioxide weighs 90 times as much as 
Earth's entire atmosphere, and has 
roughly the same weight as all the car
bonate rocks on Earth. Most of Earth's 
carbon dioxide is trapped in these rocks 
by liquid water, which greatly aids the 
formation of carbonate minerals. 

Venus probably once possessed 
large amounts of water, perhaps even 
oceans, but lost it because of a "runa
way greenhouse effect." In this condi
tion, the atmosphere grew so hot that 
the oceans boiled off; their water vapor 
was dissociated by sunlight into hydro
gen and oxygen, and the hydrogen 
escaped to space. Earth would almost 
certainly have suffered a similar fate 
had it formed somewhat closer to 
the Sun. 

A Frozen Wasteland 
Networks of channels cover parts of 
Mars' surface, evidence that this cold, 
barren planet once possessed large 
quantities of liquid water. There is, as 
yet, no consensus on how much water 
must have once flowed across Mars to 
create these channels. But estimates 

indicate that the planet once had 
enough water to form a layer 10 to 100 
meters deep over its entire surface. 

So where is Mars' water now? The 
equivalent of about 0.1 meter of that 
water is frozen out in the polar caps. 
Another 2.5 meters or more has proba
bly been lost by photodissociation in 
the atmosphere; the water molecule 
breaks into hydrogen and oxygen, and 
the hydrogen escapes to space. How
ever, most of Mars' water is still there, 
tied up in a deep layer of permafrost 
that covers much of the planet's sur
face. The rest has gone into hydrated 
minerals. The surface temperature is 
too low to permit liquid water to exist, 
so Mars water must be bound up in this 
manner. 

Our planet thus appears poised be
tween two possible climatic catas
trophes: runaway glaciation and runa
way greenhouse. Because neither of 
these catastrophes ever occurred here 
on Earth, space scientist Michael Hart 
was led to suggest that we live in the 
Sun's "continuously habitable zone," 
defined as that region of space in which 
planetary surface temperatures are 
never too hot nor too cold to support 
life. 

7he Habitable Zone 
How wide is this continuously habitable 
zone? Hart's own projections were ex
tremely pessimistic. By using a com
puter model which predicted changes 
in both atmospheric composition and 
surface temperature, he concluded that 
the zone extended only from about five 
percent, or 7.5 million kilometers, in
side Earth's orbit to one percent, or 1.5 
million kilometers, farther out. Most 
of Hart's simulated evolutionary se
quences ended in one climatic catas
trophe or another, leading Hart and 
others to speculate that Earth may have 
been exceedingly lucky, and that the 
chances of finding another habitable 
planet around any other star were 
remote. 

Hart's analysis, however, was over
simplified. In particular, it did not take 
into account feedback mechanisms that 
may have helped to stabilize Earth's 
surface temperature. One such 
mechanism leads to the "Gaia 
hypothesis" proposed by Jim Lovelock 
and Lynn Margulis. They suggested that 
Earth's climate has been actively mod
ulated by the biota through the effect 
of vegetation on the amount of sunlight 
that the planet reflects back to space 
and through biological control of the 
concentrations of greenhouse gases, 
such as carbon dioxide, methane and 
nitrous oxide. But the Gaia hypothesis 
has yet to suggest any practical 
mechanism by which the biota have 
actually regulated climate. Also, since 
different life forms prefer greatly dif
ferent climates, it is hard to imagine 
why they should act in concert to main-

tain the global surface temperature at 
its presentvalue. Consequently, resear
chers have been searching for purely 
physical processes that might have 
stabilized Earth's climate. 

Corbon Dioxide Key 
Much of this attention is now focused 
on atmospheric carbon dioxide. Car
bon dioxide has attracted considerable 
interest in the past decade because of 
the concern that humans, by burning 
fossil fuels, may alter Earth's climate. 
If present trends continue, atmospheric 
carbon dioxide concentrations may 
double by the end of the next century, 
causing a global temperature rise of 
two to four degrees Celsius. Such a 
temperature increase may seem insig
nificant compared to the catastrophic 
changes caused by a runaway 
greenhouse or runaway glaCiation, but 
it would nonetheless be large enough 
to shift precipitation patterns and raise 
sea level by several meters .. This would 
be enough to flood low-lying port cities, 
such as London, New York or Tokyo. 

We have discovered, however, that 
there is also a large natural variability 
in atmospheric carbon dioxide. Chemi
cal analyses of air bubbles trapped in 
ice cores from Greenland and Antarc
tica indicate that carbon dioxide levels 
rose abruptly from 0.02 to 0.028 percent 
(compared to 0.034 percent today) at 
the close of the last Ice Age, some 
10,000 years ago. On longer time
scales, we now have indirect evidence 
that carbon dioxide concentrations 
could have been four to six times higher 
100 million years ago, when dinosaurs 
roamed Earth. Eric Barron of the Na
tional Center for Atmospheric Research 
has calculated that the warm climate of 
that period can be explained only if one 
assumes enhanced concentrations of 
some atmospheric greenhouse gas, 
most likely carbon dioxide. 

Geochemical Models 
Barron's conclusion is supported by 
geochemical models developed by 
Robert Berner of Yale University and 
his coworkers Anthony Lasaga and 
Robert Garrels. Over millions of years , 
the carbon dioxide in the atmosphere 
and oceans is controlled by intercon
versions between carbonate and sili
cate rocks. Carbon dioxide is lost when 
silicate minerals combine with carbon 
dioxide dissolved in rainwater as it 
weathers continental rocks. 

The carbon dioxide is carried down 
rivers as bicarbonate ions and is depo
sited on the ocean floor as calcium car
bonate Oimestone). The spreading 
seafloor then carries these sediments 
down into Earth's interior, where heat 
and pressure convert the calcium car
bonate back into calcium silicate. Gase
ous carbon dioxide released in this pro
cess eventually bubbles back to the sur
face through volcanos. 
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Berner and his coworkers argue 
that the strength of this volcanic or 
metamorphic source of carbon dioxide 
should be linked to the rate of sea
floor spreading, which was much faster 
100 million years ago. Their calcu
lations indicate that there was four 
to .six times more carbon dioxide 
in that ancient atmosphere than there 
is today. . 

We can apply this same reasoning to 
much longer timescales - billions 
of years - where it may provide a 
natural solution to the faint young Sun 
paradox. Increased radioactive heat 
release in the interior of primitive 
Earth should have led to faster moun
tain building and seafloor spreading, 
and so to an increased metamorphic 
source for carbon dioxide. Earth at 
that time had fewer exposed conti
nental rocks, and so less silicate rocks 
to remove carbon dioxide through 
weathering. 

An additional, "quasi-Gaian" factor 
would have favored high carbon 
dioxide levels: the absence of land 
plants, which evolved only 480 million 
years ago. Land plants pump up soil 
carbon dioxide concentrations to 30 to 
50 times the atmospheric value; hence 
their absence on the early continents 
means that atmospheric carbon dioxide 
levels must have then been higher to 
keep the rock cycle in balance. During 
Earth's early history, the atmosphere 
may have held 1 00 to 1 000 times more 
carbon dioxide. 

Self-Regulating Climate 
The carbon dioxide climate-buffering 
mechanism is also self-regulating. As 
surface temperatures fall, rainfall and 
silicate weathering also decrease, so 
carbon dioxide accumulates in the at
mosphere. This surplus carbon dioxide 
causes greenhouse warming, which 
offsets the original temperature drop. 
The converse happens when surface 
temperatures become too warm: Rain
fall and weathering increase, and at
mospheric carbon dioxide begins to 
decline. 

If Earth had ever become cold 
enough for the oceans to freeze over, 
this negative feedback process would 
have taken over. The deposition of car
bonate sediments would have ceased, 
and carbon dioxide would have ac
cumulated in the atmosphere as it was 
released from volcanos. The volcanic 
release rate is large enough that ice 
could have covered Earth for only a few 
tens of millions of years before the car
bon dioxide greenhouse effect returned 
the oceans to their liquid state. 

The implications of this carbon 
dioxide/climate story are encouraging 
to those who believe that life might exist 
in other planetary systems. The outer
most boundary of the continuously 
habitable zone for an Earthlike planet 
may well lie at - or beyond - the orbit 
of Mars. A planet orbiting farther from 
its central star ought to compensate for 
the reduction in solar heating by storing 
more carbon dioxide in its atmosphere. 

Cold Mars 
Mars itself is too cold for most terres
trial life - not because it is too far from 
the Sun, but because it is too small. 
Mars' internal heat engine ran down 
early in its history; without active vol
canos it has no effective way of recycl
ing carbon dioxide back into its atmos
phere. Furthermore, Mars' gravity is so 
weak that it loses carbon, oxygen and 
nitrogen compounds to space. (Earth, 
by contrast, loses only the lightest ele
ments, hydrogen and helium.) The 
channels on Mars provide evidence of 
a warmer, wetter climate earlier in its 
history. Had Mars been Earth-sized, 
this more equable climate might very 
well have lasted to the present day. 

At the opposite end of the climatic 
spectrum, we still don't know how much 
closer to the Sun Earth might have 
formed without triggering a runaway 
greenhouse effect. Recent calculations 
by Richard Undzen and coworkers at 
Harvard University, and by James Pol
lack, Thomas Ackerman and me at 
NASA's Ames Research Center, have 
shown that the surface temperature in 
a warm, moist atmosphere responds 
very slowly'1o increases in solar flux. 
The calculations are not sufficiently 
refined to provide a reliable estimate 
for the inner boundary of the continu
ously habitable zone. They do suggest, 
however, that Venus could have posses
sed liquid oceans early in its history, 
when solar luminosity was lower. Ufe 
may have evolved on Venus, only to be 
wiped out as surface temperatures 
skyrocketed. Radar on orbiting space
craft may ultimately reveal the rem
nants of ancient rivers, lakes and 
oceans, evidence of a drastically 
changed world. 

Other Planetary Systems? 
A wide continuously habitable zone 
around our own Sun does not necessar
ily imply that all planetary systems 
should contain habitable planets. Stars 
that are more massive than the Sun emit 
more of their energy as biologically 
harmful ultraviolet radiation; this might 
make even their more distant planets 
unhealthy places to live. The continu
ously habitable zones around smaller 
stars would be closer in. But planets 
within these zones could have their ro
tations slowed to a halt by tidal drag, 
which could also be climatically disas
trous. Even stars otherwise similar to 
our Sun might not have Earth-sized 
planets in habitable orbits, or they 
might lack planets entirely. There are 
so many stars in our galaxy, however, 
that the chances are good that other 
habitable planets exist. The question 
then becomes: Are any inhabited? 

James F. Kasting is a space scientist at 
NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett 
Field, California. Atmospheric evolu
tion on Earth and the terrestrial planets 
is his major research interest. 15 
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Precessing 
Worlds 

Planetary Spin and Climatic Stability 

by William R. Ward 

T
he greening landscape of spring, the butterflies in 
summer, the vibrant colors of fall, the freezing 
pond in winter - all are manifestations of the tilt 
of Earth's spin axis. As Earth moves in its orbit, 

first one hemisphere is tilted toward the Sun, causing sum
mer, then is tilted away, bringing on winter. If our planet's 
spin axis were perpendicular to its orbital plane, instead 
of being tilted 23.5 degrees, there would be no seasons. 
Although climate would still vary greatly with latitude, local 
weather would be limited to daily fluctuations or storms 
only a few days long. Earth's yearly revolution about the 
Sun would no longer be a pacemaker of weather and 
climate. 

Many of Earth's animals and plants have evolved com
plex life cycles adapted to the seasons. Migration is a 
common response among animals: Birds fly south in 
winter, whales cross oceans to feed and breed. Other ani
mals alter their activities: Bears hibernate in winter, salmon 
spawn in spring or fall. Some even change their appear
ance: Snowshoe rabbits turn white in winter, deer shed 
their antlers yearly. Even more apparent are the seasonal 
changes of plant life, from the falling leaves of deciduous 
trees in autumn to the myriad cycles of flower, fruit and 
seed production repeated each year. 

The land, too, is imprinted with the annual signature of 
seasons. The heating and cooling of the ground, together 
with wet and dry cycles that produce ice in winter and 
drought in summer, are powerful local erosional mech
anisms. Seasonal changes also cause erosion over large 
areas, as when the melting snow pack causes springtime 
flooding . 

Earth is not alone in experiencing seasons. Mars has a 

Changes in Mars' climate, due to its varying tilt and precessing orbit, 
may be recorded in the layered terrain near its poles. Image: JPl/NASA 

similar axial tilt, termed the planet's obJiquity, of 25 de
grees. As far as we know, Mars has no life forms to respond 
to its seasons. However, the major constituent of its atmos
phere, carbon dioxide, can precipitate seasonally as dry 
ice at its winter pole. Annual changes in Mars' atmosphere
polar cap system have been quite evident in both Earth
based and spacecraft observations. About 25 percent of 
the tenuous martian atmosphere may disappear into the 
seasonal ice caps that alternate between the north and 
south poles over the 1.88 Earth-years it takes Mars to orbit 
the Sun. Still other important weather phenomena, such 
as global dust storms, are seasonally controlled. 

But just how stable is a planet's tilt? Have the orientations 
of Earth's and Mars' spin axes changed over time? Will 
they change in the future? We have found that the tilts of 
both planets are oscillating. Earth's tilt oscillates slightly, 
with an amplitude of about two degrees, centered on its 
present value. Mars' obliquity changes much more, as 
shown in Figure 1 showing the past 10 million years. 
There are epochs during which the tilt may swing by 20 
degrees in only 60,000 years. Such periods are separated 
by relatively quiescent times every 1.2 million years. This 
latter behavior is a direct consequence of the changing 
orbital inclination of Mars, also shown in Figure 1 for 
comparison. 

One agent of change for Earth are the tides raised by 
the Moon, and to a lesser extent, the Sun. These forces 
deform Earth as it rotates, dissipating its energy, and slow
ing the planet's spin. As a result, the days are getting longer 
by two milliseconds per century, and the tilt is increasing. 
At the same time, the Moon is receding from us. These 
changes are slow: The Moon, now about 400,000 kilomet
ers away, will take about 1.5 billion years to drift out another 
40,000 kilometers ; meanwhile, calculations indicate the 
Earth's tilt will increase by about three degrees . (The lunar 
tidal pull is now about twice that of the Sun, but it was 
much greater in the past when the Moon was closer.) Mars, 
on the other hand, has only two tiny moons, Phobos and 
Deimos, both too small to significantly alter that planet's 
spin. Being farther away from Mars than it is from Earth, 
the Sun has much less effect on Mars. 

Why, then, does Mars' tilt change so dramatically? Plan
ets are not perfect spheres, but bulge out at their equators 
due to their spin. The Sun tugs on this bulge; these tugs 
are like the forces acting on a spinning top. If a rotating 
top is perpendicular to the ground, it simply spins about 
its axis. But if the top is tilted, gravity pulls on it, and its 
axis begins to move, tracing out the surface of a cone. 
This motion is called precession. Planets precess for 
exactly the same reason. For Earth, this motion takes about 
26,000 years to complete one cycle; for Mars the preces
sional time scale is about 175,000 years. We see the evi
dence of this motion as a shift in the North Pole's position 
relative to the stars. Navigators would quickly be lost if 
carried a few thousand years into the past or future because 
the star now marking the North Pole would appear to have 
moved. 

The planets also pull upon each other, so that their 
orbits about the Sun undergo similar precessions. If we 
imagine the orbits as physical ellipses, they would appear 
to "wobble" slowly around the Sun. The time scales for 
complete precessional cycles for both Earth's and Mars' 
orbits are fairly well defined at about 70,000 years. 

The overall behavior of a planet's tilt depends on the 
relative time scales of the spin axis and orbit precessions. 
Figure 2 illustrates the combined effect of these two mo
tions. If the spin axis precesses more quickly, its path will 
"track" the more slowly changing orientation of the orbit. 
In this case, the tilt will change little in spite of the orbit 
plane motion. This is Earth's current situation. If, however, 
the orbit precession is quicker, the spin axis cannot track 
the orbit pole well, and the tilt can oscillate greatly. This 
is Mars' current situation. 
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Figure 1. The indination and obliquity (tilt) of Mars have changed greatly over 
the past 10 million years. The obliquity undergoes short-term ~20,OOO year) 
oscillations as a result of combined spin axis and orbit plane precessions. The 
longer term ~.3 million year) modulation is a consequence of changes in the 
orbital inclination. Figure 2. This shows a schematic representation of orbit 
plane and spin axis motions. As the orbit precesses, it maintains inclination, I, 
between its axis, n, and a fixed perpendicular, k, to the plane of the solar 
system. At the same time, the spin axis, s, attempts to circle the orbit axis. H the 
spin axis is faster, it can track the moving orbit axis inset (a). This is the current 
case for Earth, with only small changes in the obliquity, 8, resulting. If the spin 
axis and orbit axis precess at comparable rates, the tracking becomes more 
difficult and large tilt oscillations occur, as in (b). Earth will approach this case as 
the Moan recedes in its orbit due to tides. H iIIe orbit axis moves faster than the 
spin axis, the tracking breaks down, as in (c). This is the case for Mars. (Note: For 
sake of illustration, I, is shown as larger than 8, while in the actual applications 
discussed, 8, is the larger angle. However, this does not alter the interpretation.) 

The large changes in Mars' tilt cause great variations in 
the average amount of sunlight falling on a given location. 
At the poles, the value changes by a factor of two between 
extremes in Mars' tilt. When Mars has the least tilt, the 
Sun's rays strike the polar regions very obliquely and they 
receive little solar energy. The atmospheric pressure drops 
by 90 percent as the carbon dioxide is frozen into the polar 
caps. With its atmosphere nearly gone, dust storms and 
the erosional action of the wind is greatly diminished. The 
polar regions of Mars may preserve a clear record of such 
changes in the ice and dust deposits called layered terrain 
that were discovered by spacecraft reconnaissance. 

By contrast, Earth's tilt oscillates very little. Nevertheless, 
the timing of terrestrial ice ages seems to be correlated 
with changes in Earth's orbit, indicating that even these 
small variations can produce important changes in Earth's 
climate. Clearly, changes of the magnitude experienced by 
Mars would be of tremendous importance were they to 
occur on Earth. This suggests some important questions: 
Just how fortunate is our present spin axis stability? Is this 
situation likely to persist? 

A closer examination of Earth's motion leads to the some
what surprising conclusion that the presence of our Moon 
accounts for the different behaviors of Earth and Mars. If 
the Moon were not there, Earth's spin axis precession 
would take much longer (some 81,000 years), and Earth 
tracking of its moving orbit pole would be less complete. 
As a result, Earth would be executing tilt oscillations larger 
than Mars'! 

It may be misleading, however, to claim that we owe 
our dynamic, and hence climatic, stability to the Moon. 
During its lifetime, the Moon has slowed Earth's spin con
siderably. Had the Moon never existed, Earth's day would 
probably have been shorter. Indeed, tracing the Earth-Moon 
system back into the past reveals that Earth's tilt was more 
stable then than it is now. 

The real legacy of the Moon is that its tides will someday 
drive Earth to tilt changes similar to Mars'. As the Moon 
continues to recede from Earth, the strength of its ti<;lal 
pull diminishes. At the same time, both solar and lunar 
tides slow Earth's rotation. Both effects lengthen the spin 
axis precessional period. This period will become compar
able to the 70,000-year orbit precession by the time the 
Moon has drifted out another 50,000 kilometers. Earth's 
motion will then be quite complicated, and our planet may 
be tilted by as much as 60 degrees! It's hard to even imagine 
the possible effects on Earth's sensitive climate. 

But the Moon's orbit is changing slowly, so these events 
are still 1.5 to 2 billion years away. However, that is less 
than half the age of the Earth-Moon system, suggesting 
that, had certain parameters such as lunar mass, or Earth's 
initial rotation rate, been slightly different, these extreme 
tilt oscillations would have been experienced long ago. 
Apparently, past changes in our planet - perhaps conti
nental drift - have prolonged the tidal evolution of the 
Earth-Moon system. 

We have Mars to show us how dramatically the tilts of 
planets can vary. Clearly, the climatic consequences on 
Earth would be profound if its tilt were to become as great 
as Mars'. At Earth's greatest tilt, the Arctic Circle would 
extend down to about 30 degrees, the latitude of Cairo and 
New Orleans. Earth's climate would change radically over 
the hundred thousand to million years of the tilt's oscillation 
period. These intervals are short compared to the time 
scales of biological evolution. Under less fortunate timing, 
such severe oscillations of climate might have impeded 
(or just possibly, accelerated) the development of the com
plex life forms that inhabit Earth today. 

WiJJiam R. Ward is a Senior Research Scientist specializing 
in solar system dynamics at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
in Pasadena. He is also manager of the Planetology and 
Oceanography Section of the Earth and Space Sciences 
Division. 
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W'orld(tfIi;) IValch 
Europe and the United States Propose Joint Space Ventures 

by H. Fechtig 

I n April 1984, 11 0 scientists from West
ern Europe met with 20 scientists from 
the United States at the European 

Planetary Science Symposium in Germany. 
The purpose of the symposium was to dis
cuss a joint US-European space program 
for planetary exploration. 

The possibility of US-European coopera
tion in space has been under study for 
several years. In Europe, the Space Science 
Committee of the European Science 
Foundation (ESF) under its chairman, Pro
fessor Johannes Geiss of Switzerland, 
sought to coordinate European planetary 
scientists and strengthen overall European 
efforts in space science. 

Interested space scientists had met in 
1980 to discuss mutual problems, docu
ment European activities in planetary sci
ence, and develop a strategy for future 
cooperative efforts. The meeting resulted 
in the ESF report, "Planetary Physics in 
Europe." 

On the basis of that report, Professor 
Geiss and Professor Thomas Donahue, 
chairman of the Space Science Board of 
the US National Academy of Sciences 
(NAS) , decided to study a US-European 
planetary exploration program. A joint 
working group of ESF and NAS was then 
formed to identify and justify missions to 
planets and primitive bodies (asteroids 
and comets). From the joint working group, 
three study teams were established to 
specifically address the terrestrial planets, 
the outer planets and the primitive bodies . 

Problems to Consider 
The joint working group had to take into 
account the very different situations of 
planetary research in the US and Europe. 
NASA has always had a strong and exciting 
planetary program, while the European 
Space Agency (ESA) has had no planetary 
program at all. However, individual Euro
pean scientists have had many oppor
tunities to cooperate with NASA and other 
US colleagues. But recently, ESA decided 
to send a flyby spacecraft to Halley's Com
et, giving us in Europe our first opportunity 
for a planetary science program. 

Another difficult problem is the modest 
ESA budget, which cannot be compared 
with NASA's budget. This means that the 
European contribution to joint missions 
should not exceed $200 million. Exciting 
new missions to the planets are expensive, 
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particularly missions following the first 
exploratory spacecraft. 

A third constraint to a cooperative effort 
was that NASA has recently established its 
own planetary space program, following 
the recommendations of the Solar System 
Exploration Committee (SSEC). The joint 
working group's decision was to propose 
three supplementary missions to the SSEC 
program. Following general guidelines, 
these missions would: 

o deal with scientific questions of the 
highest priority, 

o involve a broad cross-section of sci-
entific disciplines, 

o be technologically challenging. 

Proposed Missions 
The joint working group presented its spe
cific proposals to the interested European 
community at the European Planetary Sci
ence Symposium last April. The three pro
posed missions are listed here in their re
commended launch sequence, without 
priority: 

o Titan Probe and Saturn Orbiter 
Mission, 

o Multiple Asteroid Orbiter with 
Solar Electric Propulsion, 

o Mars Surface Rover Mission. 

The Saturn-Titan project would be the 
first extended mission to Saturn following 
the exploratory Voyager flybys. The Saturn 
Orbiter would orbit that planet and its giant 
moon, Titan. Its task would be to examine 
the structure of the planet's atmosphere, 
its magnetic field and magnetosphere, its 
ring system and satellites. A probe would 
be released from the spacecraft to pene
trate Titan's atmosphere down to its sur
face . It would study the composition and 
structure of the moon's atmosphere, with 
its clouds, aerosols, lightning and wind. 
Learning about the nature and composi
tion of Titan's surface would be another 
important goal. The Saturn Orbiter would 
be a NASA Mariner Mark II spacecraft; the 
Titan probe would be designed and built 
in Europe. 

Investigating Asteroids 
The Multiple Asteroid Mission would be 
the first dedicated mission to the asteroids, 
those numerous small bodies orbiting the 
Sun between Mars and Jupiter. The as-

teroids appear to be made of several differ
ent types of material, reflecting their differ
ent origins and histories. The asteroids 
have been divided into classes based on 
their composition, and this mission would 
rendezvous with one representative as
teroid of each class. Four to six asteroids 
would be thoroughly investigated during 
the mission. 

The spacecraft would orbit the asteroids 
to explore their composition, structure, 
surfaces and other features. To perform 
such a multi-rendezvous mission, it will 
be necessary to use a new type of rocket 
propulsion. Instead of chemical propul
sion, this spacecraft will be electrically 
powered. The propellant will be mercury 
or xenon; the atoms of these elements will 
be ionized and then electrically acceler
ated up to exhaust velocities of 30 to 50 
kilometers per second. These electric en
gines can operate for several months and 
therefore can perform complicated trajec
tories that would be impossible to do bal
listically using chemical propulsion. 

Exploring Mars 
The Mars Rover Mission to softly land two 
or three robot rovers on Mars is challenging 
both scientifically and technologically. The 
rovers would be movable stations capable 
of covering a few thousand kilometers of 
martian surface over the one- or two-year 
duration of their mission. During that time, 
it would be possible to globally explore 
the planet Mars and determine its chemi
cal, isotopic and mineralogical composi
tion, and perhaps even determine the age 
and structure of the body itself. Working 
with an orbiter, the rovers could study the 
martian atmosphere. Such rovers could 
also collect soil samples that could be 
picked up and returned to Earth by a later 
mission. 

As a next step, NASA and ESA have es
tablished joint scientific study teams to 
pursue these proposals. We should all sup
port this hopeful beginning for a substan
tial plahetary science program involving 
both Europe and the United States. 

Hugo Fechtig is a Director at the Max Planck 
Institute for Nuclear Physics in Heidelberg, 
Gennany, and a Distinguished Visiting Scien
tist at the Jet Propulsion LaboratOlY in 
Pasadena. He is an active experimenter in 
space research. 



• NEW MIU£NNIUM COMMIT7fE SCHOlARSHIPS 

Today's high school students will be spending most of 
their adult lives in the 21st century. Therefore it is with 
special pleasure that The New Millennium Committee of 
The Planetary Society announces a scholarship fund for 
students planning to pursue careers in space and planetary 
science. 

To be eligible for a scholarship, the student must be a 
member of the Society, or the child or nominee of a paid 
member, and in the senior year of high school. 

Awards will be made on the basis of: SAT or ACT scores, 
scholastic achievement, letters of recommendation, ac
complishments that demonstrate leadership and creativity, 
a written essay, and plans for a career in space science. 

Deadline for completed applications is April 1, 1985. 
To obtain an application form, write or call The Planetary 
Society, Dept. ED, 110 S. Euclid Ave., Pasadena, CA 91010. 
Phone (818)793-5100. 

The New Millennium Committee established the schol
arship fund at a meeting following its successful art auction 
held in Houston, Texas . Chairman of the committee, David 
Brown, stated "The education of young people, especially 
in the areas of space science and exploration, is one of 
the most vital legacies our generation can leave to those 
who will shape the next millennium." 

• HANS MARK REJOINS BOARD 

Dr. Hans Mark, physicist and space scientist, has rejoined 
the Planetary Society's Board of Advisors. Last summer, Dr. 
Mark left his post as Deputy Administrator of NASA to become 
Chancellor of the University of Texas System. He had re
signed from the Board of Advisors when he assumed the 
NASA post in 1981. During his distinguished career, Dr. Mark 
has served as Director of NASA's Ames Research Center and 
as Secretary of the Air Force under President Carter. 

Society Executive Director Dr. Louis Friedman com
mented, "It is with great pleasure that the Officers and Di
rectors of The Planetary Society welcome Dr. Mark back on 
our Board of Advisors. His rich experience as a scientist, 
and as a leader of the US space program, will help greatly 
in our efforts to advocate new missions to explore the solar 
system." 

• SPACE CALENDAR 

Space Calendar, a weekly newsletter published by Space 
Age Review, provides an excellent service for professionals 
in the aerospace community. It gives information about the 
space program (mainly the "manned" program), and an
nounces meetings, conferences and other events. A synopsis 
of recent results from various space programs is given in 
every issue. 

The Planetary Society is now joining with Space Calendar 
to improve communication about space exploration. As part 
of the cooperative effort, Planetary Society members may 
subscribe to the weekly six-to-eight-page newsletter for $39 
for the first year, a $20 reduction. The two-year subscription 
rate for Society members is $79 - a one-time offer. For in-

formation, write to Space Age Publishing Company, Depart
ment PS, 3210 Scott Blvd., Santa Clara, CA 95054. 

• ON TO AMPHITRITE 

We were pleased to learn that JPL project management re
commended, and NASA has decided, to modify the 1986 
Galileo mission trajectory to include an historic flyby of the 
asteroid Amphitrite (see the September/October 1984 Planet
ary Report). The Society had urged that NASA take advantage 
of the newly discovered opportunity for the first close flyby 
of an asteroid - even though it would involve extra cost 
and effort. Dr. Sagan wrote NASA Administrator James Beggs 
in July to support the asteroid flyby. In the public interest, 
the Society presented the case for new exploration to project 
and science leaders whose recommendations were influen
tial in securing a favorable decision. Many other components 
of the planetary science community worked very hard on 
the Amphitrite project. 

• COOPERATION RESOLUTION SIGH . ..;;'E,;;lJ;.,.-___ --1 

Following hearings on Senator Spark Matsunaga's (D-Hawaii) 
joint resolution to renew the agreement on US-USSR cooper
ation in space science and exploration (see the November! 
December 1984 Planetary Report), the US Congress unani
mously passed the resolution and President Reagan signed 
it. Society President Carl Sagan and Executive Director Louis 
Friedman had testified at the hearing, and the Society had 
submitted a statement citing its policy on international coop
eration and its efforts to bring the two countries together for 
joint space initiatives. 

The quick passage of the Congressional resolution was a 
surprise since the idea of cooperative initiatives, as an alter
native to space weapons competition, had been considered 
controversial. However, the positive aspects of new space 
initiatives turned out to be a unifying theme in Congress. 

The Society recently set up a special fund to promote 
cooperative initiatives. Members donating $35 or more to 
the International Space Cooperation Fund are receiving the 
internal Society report on the recent meeting of Soviet and 
American scientists, hosted by the Society in Graz, Austria. 

• MEMBERS- GET MEMBERS 

Many exciting things are happening at The Planetary Society. 
The above Notes mention a few recent successes. Especially 
important is the international cooperation initiative for new 
steps in space exploration, which will lead to a renewed 
effort for manned flight into the solar system. Project META, 
the multi-channel extraterrestrial assay, an expansion of our 
Project Sentinel, is now under construction and will begin 
operation in 1985. 

But the strength of the Society is in its members. Starting 
this year, membership recruitment campaigns will be or
ganized at local levels, as well as nationally. Individual So
ciety members now have an opportunity to provide the 
leadership necessary to help us grow further. If you want to 
help, write us at The Planetary Society, Membership Recruit
ment, 110 S. Euclid Ave., Pasadena, CA 91101. 19 







"Other Worlds" 

You've often traveled to other worlds 
through the imaginations of artists whose 

work appears in THE PLANETARY REPORT 
Now you can display those worlds on your 

wall with this large, full-color poster of 
17 different worlds, painted by members 

of the International Association of 
Astronomical Artists. 

New Offerings! 

"Universe" 

Journey through the universe, from our solar system to the edge of known space, 
with this information-packed videotape, narrated by William Shatner. Planets and 
pulsars, the lives and deaths of stars, the origin of the universe are Just a few of the 
topics covered in this 30-minute documentary. 

"Comets and Comet Halley" 

Halley's Comet is on its way, and here is an opportunity to learn about comets 
before it gets here. "Comets and Comet Halley" is a slide set by John C. Brandt 
of NASA, with 31 slides of comets. It comes with a booklet that tells about 
each slide and gives general information about comets. 

"The Comet Book" 

"The Comet Book, A Guide for the Return of Halley's Comet," a paperback book 
by NASA scientists Robert D. Chapman and John C. Brandt contains detailed 
instructions for obseNing and photographing the comet. Scientific information 
is intertwined with an historical perspective and discussion of spacecraft 
missions to the comet. The book is illustrated with many photographs, charts 
and diagrams. 
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(PlANETS AND PERILSlcontinued. from page 3) 

have revealed unexpected events upon other planets 
which, if they had occurred on Earth, would have been 
truly devastating. Today's Earth might have been a much 
different place. 

Lurking catastrophes 
Our new view of the solar system reveals potential catas
trophes lurking in many places. The ground upon which 
we stand has been tom apart in the past by tremendous 
volcanic blasts that dwarf the 1980 Mount St. Helens erup
tion. A volcanic crater 100 miles in circumference forms 
what is now Yellowstone National Park in Wyoming. When 
it erupted, dense layers of volcanic ash fell as far away as 
Califomia and Louisiana. On Jupiter's satellite 10, volcanos 
erupt so frequently that the entire moon is continually 
bathed in their debris. The orbits of the planets, instead 
of being steady and repetitive, can oscillate dramatically. 
The poles of Mars, for example, bob toward and away from 
the Sun like some crazy top, causing periodic ice ages that 
suck away more than 90 percent of the atmosphere to form 
gleaming polar caps of dry ice. Earth's ice ages are partly 
due to very similar - but much smaller - oscillations in 
its orbit. Only a bit of luck involving the position of our 
Moon saves us from the wild swings exhibited by Mars. 
Our two nearest neighbors also show us that Earth has 
been fortunate to have maintained a stable climate through
out its entire history. Venus has suffered a runaway 
greenhouse effect; Mars, runaway glaciation. Earth, fortu
nately, avoided these life-threatening fates. 

Agent of catastrophe 
Life itself may be an agent of catastrophe. As we examine 

the factors controlling the destinies of intelligent life in the 
universe, we find that one of the foremost threats is mass 
suicide through nuclear war. Unfortunately, we have defi
nite evidence that nuclear war is possible in our solar 
system. Planetary scientists have recently discovered new 
phenomena which indicate that such a war might present 
a hazard to the continued existence of human life on Earth. 

In this special issue of The Planetary Report, a group of 
scientists discusses new discoveries about these and other 
planetary catastrophes. There is excitement surrounding 
this forbidding topic, partly because these discoveries are 
so recent, but more importantly, because of the fresh insight 
they provide about our place in the universe. When we 
had only Earth to study, our existence seemed inevitable. 
But now we see better what might have been, and what 
could eventually be. New, fundamental questions arise: 
Will we annihilate ourselves? Will the delicate balance of 
natural forces that stabilizes our environment be main
tained indefinitely, and can it be accidentally upset by 
human interference? What will happen when catastrophic 
natural events, such as giant asteroid impacts or massive 
volcanic eruptions, happen again as they have throughout 
geologic history? Does life in the universe have a less 
secure abode and fewer places to persist than we thought? 
These questions are posed here along with our best current 
thinking on the subject, but definitive answers await future 
space exploration and an improved understanding of the 
planets. 

Owen B. Toon is a Research Scientist at NASA Ames Re
search Center, Moffett Field, California. He studies climates 
of the planets, including Earth's, and is one of the 
originators of the nuclear winter theory. 
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PI<lCE (IN 
us DOLLARS) 

Voyage to Jupiter by David Morrison and Jane Samz. 199 pages $11.00 

Journey to the Planets by Patricia Lauber. 87 pages. $11.50 

The Case for Mars edited by Penelope J. Boston. 3 I 4 pages. $18.00 

The Surface of Mars by Michael Carr, 232 pages. Soft cover $15.00 

Voyages to Saturn by David Morrison. 227 pages. $14.00 

The New Solar System edited by J. Kelly Beatty. 224 pages. 2nd Ed. $12.50 

The Moon by Patrick Moore. 96 pages. $12.00 

The Grand Tour: A Traveler'S Guide to the Solar System $ 9.00 
by Ron Miller and William Hartmann. 192 pages. 

Planets of Rock and Ice by Clark R. Chapman 222 pages. $12.50 

The Planets edited by Bruce Murray 129 pages. Hard cover $15.00 
Soft cover $ 9.50 

Murmurs of Earth by Carl Sagan, Frank Drake, Ann Druyan, Timothy $ 7.00 
Ferns, Jon Lomberg, linda Salzman Sagan. 273 pages. 

A Meeting with the Universe edited by Bevan M. French and $15.00 
Stephen P Maran. 221 pages. 

Out of the Darkness by Clyde W Tombaugh and Patrick Moore. $13.00 
221 pages. 

Distant Encounters by Mark Washburn. 272 pages. $11.50 

Earth Watch by Charles Sheffield. 160 pages. $20.00 

Pioneer Venus by Richard O. Fimmel. Lawrence Colin and Eric Burgess. $12.50 
253 pages. 

Atlas of the Solar System by Patrick Moore and Garry Hunt. 464 pages. $30.00 

Worlds Beyond by Ron Mrller and Frederick C. Durant III. 133 pages. $13.00 

Imaging Saturn by Henry S. F. Cooper, Jr 210 pages. $13.00 

The Comet Book by Robert Chapman and John Brandt. 168 pages. $14.00 

vOYAger: The Story of a Space Mission by Margaret Poynter and $ 8.50 
rthur L. Lane. 152 pages. 

Cosmic Quest: Searching for Intelligent Life Among the Stars $9.00 
by Margaret Poynter and Michael J. Klein. 124 pages. 

For a written description of each item, 
see back issues of THE PLANETARY REPORT or write to The Planetary Society. 

ORDER 
NUMBER.OTHERITEMS 

041 vo~ager 2's Future Missions -Don Davis paintings 
set of 2 color reproduction prints) 

042 Apollo photograph of Earth- full disk / 16" x 20" Laser Print) 

043 Earthprint photograph of North America /8" x 10" Laser Print) 

036 Vo~ager 1 at Saturn /Five 23" x 35" posters) 

037 Planetfest '81 -Saturn and the F-ring /Two 23" x 35" posters) 

044 You Are Here /23" x 29" poster) 

046 Other Worlds /23" x 35" poster) 

048 Vo~ager 1 Saturn Encounter /40 slides with sound cassette) 

049 Voyager 2 Saturn Encounter /40 slides with sound cassette) 

050 Viking 1 & 2 at Mars /40 slides with sound cassette) 

051 Vo~ager 1 & 2 at Jupiter /40 slides with sound cassette) 

052 The Solar System Close-Up, Part One /50 slides with booklet) 

053 The Solar System Close-Up, Part Two /50 slides with booklet) 

056 Comets and Comet Halley /30 slides with booklet) 

074 ¥~~ Universe /30 min. videotape) 084 

075 ¥~~ Space: The 25th Year ... and Beyond /51 min. videotape) 085 

076 VHS The Voyager Missions to Jupiter and Saturn 
086 BETA /28 min. Videotape) 

077 ¥~~ Mars. the Red Planet /30 min. videotape) 087 

088 Space Shuttle Mission Reports: STS 5, 6, & 7 /CAV Laser Videodisc) 

089 A~ollo 17 Mission to Taurus Littrow /CAV Laser Videodisc) 

066 Calendar for 1985 

078 Men's T-Shirt -white with blue logo. S M L XL 

079 Women's T-Shirt -navy with white logo. S M L XL /sizes run small) 

080 Buttons -blue with logo. /2 for 52.50) 

081 Planetary Report Binders -blue with gold lettering./2 for 51600) 

065 Back issues of THE PLANETARY REPORT. Each volume each 
contains six issues. /Voll, NO. 5 & 6; Vol II, No. 1,5, & 6; 
and Vol III, No. I & 2 have been sold out) Specify the issues 
you are ordering by volume and number 

IF YOU NEED MORE ROOM, JUST ATTACH ANOTHER SHEET OF PAPER 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY. STATE. ZIP 

COUNTRY 

o CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ENCLOSED FOR $ _ ___ _______ ISorry, no COD's) 

o VISA 0 MC 0 AM/EXP EXPIRATION DATE ! ! ! ! 

COMPLETE ACCOUNT NUMBER 

SIGNATURE _ __________________________ _ 

MA}L ORDER AND PAYMENT TO 

THE PLANETARY SOCIETY 
110 S. Euclid Ave., Pasadena, CA 91101 

ITEM 
NUMBER QUAN. 

For faster service on 
credit card orders: 

Phone: 8 A.M. - 5 PM. 
[Pacific Time) 

18181793-5100 

DESCRIPTION 

Sales Tax: 
California residents add 6%. 

PRICE 
EACH 

Los Angeles County reSidents add 
an additional v,% transit tax. 

Foreign Orders add 54.00 
for Shipping and handling 

Total Order: 

O fficers of The Planetary Society do not receive any proceeds from sales of books of which they are authors and contributors 

PRICE liN 
US DOLLARS} 

$ 2.00 

$ 8.00 

$ 4.00 

$16.00 

$ 5.00 

$ 5.00 

$10.00 

$15.00 

$15.00 

$15.00 

$15.00 

$36.00 

$36.00 

$24.00 

$35.00 

$35.00 

$35.00 

$35.00 

$36.00 

$36.00 

$ 7.00 

$ 9.00 

$ 9.00 

$ 1.50 

$ 9.00 

$ 1.50 
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